
EXECUTIVE  
SUMMARY

Securing proper exemption certificates is more than a simple compliance 

task. It also has financial impacts. Having the correct exemption  

certificates can be the difference between increased profits and a  

costly assessment after an audit.

Not knowing where to focus the efforts of your staff in collecting  

exemption certificates can cost you dearly. It’s more than a check the  

box exercise. Concentrating on documenting the crucial exempt sales  

will reduce your sales tax exposure and boost your profits.

WHEN YOU SELL YOUR GOODS OR SERVICES, COLLECTING SALES TAX IS 
CHALLENGING CONSIDERING THE COUNTLESS STATE, COUNTY, AND CITY 
RULES AND RATES. EXEMPT SALES CREATE ANOTHER LAYER OF COMPLEXITY.

In this white paper, learn how focusing 
on your sales tax risk will provide you 
peace of mind and save you time and 
money. 
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EXEMPT SALES TAX  
EXPOSURE RISK 

Sales tax compliance is complex—thousands of states, counties, and cities, each with its 
own set of rules and laws. On top of staying current on tax rates and filing requirements, 
you also need to be an expert on exempt sales. But which customers  and what transactions 
are exempt from sales tax also varies by location. 

When you make exempt sales, acquiring an exemption certificate is a necessity. And just 
like the countless complicated rules and laws governing sales tax, exemption certificates 
come in dozens of different styles and forms.

Typically, large companies are subjected to sales tax audits in the states where 
they do most of their business on recurring three year cycles. However, based 
on current state budgetary concerns, those companies may soon see the list of 
states under audit growing.  Additionally small and mid-sized companies are 
also almost certain to attract additional (unwanted) audit scrutiny.

With the current economic climate, most states have seen a drop in sales tax 
revenue along with a increase in costs to support social safety nets. According to 
the Tax Policy Center, in April 2020, 34 states recorded sales tax revenue declines 
compared to the prior year, with economists predicting more of the same for 
2021. With so many states looking to make up for lost revenue, they’ll likely look 
to sales tax audits, with an increased focus on exempt sales, to fill the void. 

You also need to consider the concentration of your exposure. 
Not all exempt sales are created equally. One large exempt sale with a non-compliant 
certificate might cause a larger sales tax exposure than 50 smaller sales combined.  
What about the impacts of statistical sampling?

Government Revenue Shortfalls

Merely ticking a box that you have an exemption certificate from a customer isn’t 
enough. If you have 100 boxes and they are all ticked, you may still have zero completed 
and fully compliant certificates. This exposes your company to unnecessary and possibly 
significant sales tax exposure. 

What happens when the 
exemption certificate you receive is:

Incomplete

Incorrect

Expired?
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MITIGATING  
SALES TAX  
EXPOSURE RISK

Expensive sales tax assessments that eat into your company’s bottom line are avoidable.  
While your customer service and sales staff aren’t expected to be exemption certificate experts, 
you need experts working on your side and simple exemption certificate management technology 
isn’t enough. 

There should be no surprises at the end of a sales tax audit when an assessment is issued. 

In order to properly assess and address risk you must first be able to fully understand the scope and  
characteristics of your potential exposure. If you are currently managing your exemption certificates using 
a homegrown or dated commercial solution you almost certainly don’t know the total amount of your 
overall risk, let alone its critical underlying characteristics. Only after the scope and dimensions of risk are 
fully understood can a carefully calibrated remediation plan be developed. You wouldn’t start construction 
on a new home without a thoroughly thought through, detailed blue print. You shouldn’t address your 
exempt sales exposure that way either. 

While striving to collect all exemption certificates from your customers is important, ensuring that they 
are complete and accurate is ideal. 

Do you know which parts of the exemption certificate are required for non-profits but not required for 
governmental agencies? Or which exemption certificate is required for sales to schools? Having incorrect 
or incomplete certificates can cost your business dearly.

Transparency and Risk 

If you can’t answer these questions then your exempt sales solution 
is not a solution at all; it’s part of the problem.
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Identified,

Quantified, and

Reduced your sales tax exposure. But how?

Before an audit, you should have already:

Consider the important characteristics of exempt sales risk. 

What types of transactions are creating financial exposure for your company?   
     Sales to resellers? Exempt organizations? Native American tribes? 

Is your risk concentrated among a few customers or is it broadly distributed?

Is your exposure concentrated in certain states or localities?

Is exposure driven by missing certiciates? Wrong forms? 
Improperly completed certificates? Expired certificates?



Our software looks at exemption certificates at 
the most granular level by analyzing sales by 
state to determine your dollar amount of sales tax 
exposure. Next, the software will examine 
whether you have the correct exemption  
certificates. If a problem is discovered, you’ll easily 
be able to see that on your dashboard. And our 
tax experts can help design a plan to get you the 
proper certificates.

Granular Analysis 
of Your Sales

-

 

Call In The Experts

It seamlessly integrates with tax  
calculation software and most  
common e-commerce platforms  
while automating the administrative 
process. Once an exempt sale is made, 
a welcome email is automatically sent 
to your customer, alerting them of 
the need to supply their exemption 
certificate. Your customers will be able 
to quickly and securely upload their 
certificate into Certifytax with just a 
few clicks.  The software will also send 
automated emails when certificates 
are nearing their expiration date. 

Seamless Integration
and Implementation

Certifytax looks at sales tax wholistically and addresses the needs of all users. Our technology works for everyone  
in your business, from the CFO and tax staff to sales representatives and customer service professionals. Our sales 
tax experts create a customized version of Certifytax to address your business’s unique needs.

Whole Business Solution

Cer�fytax , a CereTax partner, is the only technology solu�on developed by tax a�orneys. Drawing from the 50+ 
collec�ve years of experience li�ga�ng and defending sales tax assessments for hundreds of clients, the lawyers 
behind Cer�fytax knew businesses needed a be�er solu�on—a comprehensive solu�on that looked at the
financial impact non-compliance had on a company’s profits.

The research and knowledge built into Cer�fytax come from licensed a�orneys specialized in sales tax law. We 
embedded the research on each state’s exemp�on cer�ficate and statutes into the so�ware for easy access.



To get started, we’ll complete a complimentary sales tax risk analysis to calculate 
your company’s exposure. We’ll use the same statistical sampling methods used 
by state auditors. We’ll share the results with you and determine if your company 
has an issue. Then we’ll devise a plan to aggressively reduce your exposure and 
implement a solution to protect against future issues.

Start Quantifying and Reducing
As the only comprehensive solution solving the financial impact caused by sales tax exposure, 
Certifytax eliminates the surprises at the end of sales tax audits and increases profits. 

INCREASE YOUR PROFITS

Email: info@ceretax.com
Online: www.ceretax.com
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AFTER USING CERTIFYTAX TO QUANTIFY AND REDUCE YOUR SALES TAX EXPOSURE, 
YOU’LL BE ABLE TO REDUCE YOUR TAX LIABILITY AND INCREASE YOUR PROFITS.

Exposure Decreases 95%, From Nine-Figures to Seven
Certifytax helped a client identify sales tax exposure of over $100 million due to improperly 
documented exempt sales. After using an intelligent campaign planned and executed by 
our tax professionals, the sales tax exposure was reduced by nearly 95% within five months. 

$85 Million Profit Boost
Before using Certifytax, another company had a nine-figure contingent tax liability 
that represented the amount of assessments it received over four years. Certifytax’s 
software identified thousands of improperly documented exempt sales. And after  
executing an intelligent campaign, the company was able to reduce its liability by 85%.

Wayfair v. South Dakota and New Challenges
With the U.S. Supreme Court decision in Wayfair v. South Dakota, many companies 
had to start collecting exemption certificates. Many of our clients have used Certifytax 
to help with this process. Now, because of our best-in-class automation and exempt 
sales expertise, they have minimized their exempt sales exposure. 

Call: 914-798-9925

partnered with


